
KS2  Curriculum Overview – Music 

 Autumn Spring Summer 

 Additional support is provided by specialist teaching from the Durham Music Service  - Music Education Hub 

Cycle 1 The UK Stone Age &  Romans Vikings & Anglo Saxons 

MUSIC 1. Charanga Unit: Bringing Us Together - Learn 
about the interrelated dimensions of music 
through the ‘Disco’ style; Vocal warm-ups 
and games; Learn to sing the song; Improvise, 
compose and play instruments with the song. 

2. Instrumental focus: Recorder 

1. Learn to sing songs about pre-historic times; 
Research musical instruments used in ancient 
Rome; Learn to sing and perform ‘Just like a 
Roman’;  

2. Instrumental focus: Guitars 

1. Charanga Unit: The Dragon Song - Listen and appraise 
‘The Dragon Song’; Singing in parts; Improvise 
compose, play and perform using tuned instruments. 

2. Learn to sing and perform songs about the Viking 
raiders. 

3. Instrumental focus: Keyboards 

Cycle 2 Ancient Egypt Rainforests Ancient Greece 

MUSIC 1. Charanga Unit:  You’ve Got a Friend - Listen, 
appraise and sing Pop Music; Improvise, 
compose and perform with 
recorder/violin/glockenspiel/keyboard. 

2. Learn to sing and perform songs about 
Ancient Worlds – Egypt; Listen and appraise 
Prokofiev’s ‘Cinderella’; Compose and record 
music for film-Egyptian Cinderella (ICT) 

3. Instrumental focus: Recorder 

1. Explore tribal lifestyles and traditions through 
songs and music; Listen and appraise Saint-Saëns’ 
‘Carnival of the animals’; Learn to sing 2-part and 
3-part rounds.  

2. Instrumental focus: Djembe drums – Learn playing 
techniques; Develop understanding of pulse, 
rhythm and tempo through call and response; 
Research Music and culture around the world; 
Compose own rhythms using the rhythm Grid; 
Perform in groups. 

1. Learn to sing and perform songs about Ancient Worlds 
– Greek myths, fables and legends; Sing a three-part 
round; Listen and appraise a collection of Olympic 
fanfares, theme tunes and songs; Compose opening 
ceremony music for the Olympics. 

2. Instrumental focus:  Keyboards 

Cycle 3 WW2 Comparing People and Places Investigating Rivers, Mountains and Coasts 

MUSIC 1. Charanga Unit: Classroom Jazz - Listen and 
appraise a variety of war songs and Glenn 
Miller Big Band music; Develop an 
understanding of Jazz, Swing and Blues styles; 
Learn to sing, improvise and perform songs; 
Compose a piece of music to reflect the Blitz. 

2. Instrumental focus: Recorder 

1. Charanga Unit: Lean on Me – Listen, appraise and 
sing Gospel Music; Create a 3 note composition; 
Perform and improvise using recorder; Develop an 
understanding of the history of music. 

2. Instrumental focus: Guitars 

1. Charanga Unit: Frere Jacques (MFL) – Listen and 
appraise ‘Orpheus in the Underworld’; Develop an 
understanding of the history of music; Sing in a round; 
Learn and perform Frere Jacques (violin/guitar). 

2. Listen and appraise - Handel’s Water Music; Compose 
music to describe seascapes (Art) 

3. Instrumental focus:  Keyboards 

Cycle 4 Extreme Earth The Mayans Crime and Punishment 

MUSIC 1. Charanga Unit: Stop! (bullying) – Warm-up 
games (including vocal warm ups); Learn to 
Sing/Rap the Song; Compose own lyrics; 
Perform compositions. 

2. Listen and appraise ‘Hall of the Mountain 
King’ by Grieg; Develop an understanding of 
the history of music; Compose music to 
describe ‘Angry Earth’ (art) 

3. Instrumental focus: Recorder 

1. Research the role of Music in Mayan culture; Learn 
to sing ‘Mayan Peace Song’; Explore ostinatos; 
Improvise and compose accompaniment; Perform 
song. 

2. Instrumental focus: Djembe drums – Learn playing 
techniques; Develop understanding of pulse, 
rhythm and tempo through call and response; 
Make links with Music and culture around the 
world; Compose own rhythms using the rhythm 
Grid; Perform in groups. 

1. Charanga Unit: Dancing in the Street – Listen and 
appraise a selection of Motown 1960’s style music; 
Develop an understanding of the history of music; 
Learn to sing songs; Understand the parts of main and 
backing vocals; Improvise with the song using 
instruments; Compose and perform. 

2. Instrumental focus:  Keyboards 

 



National Curriculum – Music – Key Stage 2 
Pupils should be taught to sing and play musically with increasing confidence and control. They should develop an understanding of musical composition, organising and 
manipulating ideas within musical structures and reproducing sounds from aural memory.  

Pupils should be taught to:  
• play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression,  
• improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the interrelated dimensions of music,  
• listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory,  
• use and understand staff and other musical notations,  
• appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different traditions and from great composers and musicians,  
• develop an understanding of the history of music.  

Key Vocabulary to support Musical Elements 

Musical Element Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 & 6 

Rhythm, Metre and Tempo Downbeats, fast (allegro), slow 
(adagio), pulse, beat 

Getting faster (accelerando),  
Getting slower (rallentando), Bar, metre 

Simple time, compound time, syncopation 

Pitch and Melody High, low, rising, falling; pitch range 
do–so 

Pentatonic scale, major and minor tonality, 
pitch range do–do 

Full diatonic scale in different keys 

Structure and Form Call and response; question phrase, 
answer phrase,  
echo, ostinato 

Rounds and partner songs, repetition, 
contrast 

Ternary form, verse and chorus form, music 
with multiple sections 

Harmony Drone Static, moving Triads, chord progressions 

Texture Unison, layered, solo Duet, melody and accompaniment Music in 3 parts, music in 4 parts 

Knowledge of Musical Notation 

 Year 3 Year 4 Years 5 & 6  Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 & 6 

Crotchets ✔ ✔ ✔ Time signatures 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4   ✔ 

Paired quavers ✔ ✔ ✔ Fast (allegro), slow  (adagio) ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Minims ✔ ✔ ✔ Getting faster (accelerando),  
getting slower (rallentando) 

 ✔ ✔ 

Semibreves   ✔ Loud (forte)  Quiet (piano) ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Semiquavers   ✔ Getting louder (crescendo),  
Getting softer (decrescendo) 

 ✔ ✔ 

Rests  ✔ ✔ Stave, lines and spaces, clef*, 
reading dot notation 

✔ do–me  
Range of a 3rd 

✔ do–so  
Range of a 5th 

✔ do–do′  
Range of an octave 

 



Progression of skills 

  A Year 3 Musician will: A Year 4 Musician will: A Year 5 Musician will: A Year 6 Musician will: 
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Pulse Keep a steady pulse in a group and 
solo without musical 
accompaniment; demonstrate 4/4 
time using different tempos. 

On a tuned instrument, keep a 
steady pulse in 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 
time.  Recognise different tempos 
and perform with other pupils 
playing another ostinato to 
accompany. 

On a tuned instrument, perform pieces 
using time signatures 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 
in contrasting tempos. 

When performing solo and in an 
ensemble, follow direction to 
change tempo accurately within 
pieces of music. 

Rhythm Perform simple rhythms that use 
crotchets, quavers and minims. 

Perform more extended rhythms 
that use crotchets, quavers, 
minims and their rests.  Recognise 
and clap back rhythms using 
single quaver rests. 

Perform pieces which use off-beat and 
dotted rhythms and single quaver 
rests. 

Perform pieces which use off-beat 
and syncopated rhythms in:  
3 different time signatures  
3 different tempos. 

Melody 
(and 
notation) 

Perform from and compose using 3 
pitched notes and simple rhythms 
(crotchets, quavers and minims). 

Perform from and compose using 
5 pitched notes (or 4 chords). 

Perform from and compose with 5-8 
different notes; capture the work in 
different formats so it can be 
recreated. 

Perform from and compose with 8 
different notes; Capture the work 
in different formats including staff 
notation so it can be recreated. 
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Active 
Listening 

Identify and describe musical 
features in pieces from different 
traditions; sing or play back simple 
melodies that are heard. 

Compare pieces of music in 
different traditions; perform 
music heard aurally that contains 
2+ different parts at the same 
time. 

Whilst listening, pick out and perform 
syncopated and off-beat rhythms; be 
able to explain why that music uses 
those types of rhythms. 

Talk about the key features of 
music including tempo, metre, 
instrumentation and melody. 
Understand the key features of at 
least four different types/genres of 
music. 

Composing 
and 
improvising 

Create basic 3 note tunes and 
simple rhythms using crotchets, 
quavers and minims. 

Improvise and compose tunes 
using 5 notes based on basic note 
values; create more developed 
rhythmic patterns for 4 bars. 

Create four bar melodies in different 
tempos and time signatures that can 
be performed and include some off-
beat rhythms. 

Improvise and compose extended 
pieces of music using up to 8 notes 
and a variety of rhythms, tempos 
and time signatures. 

Performing Use tuned percussion/melodic 
instruments as well as the voice to 
perform 3 note melodies and 
simple rhythms. 

Perform 5 note melodies (4 
chords) and more complex 
rhythms on tuned instruments. 

Perform 8 note melodies or developed 
chord progressions (e.g. 2+ chords per 
bar) and more complex rhythms. 

Perform confidently and accurately 
individually and as part of a group. 
 
 

Singing Sing songs and folk rounds whilst 
accompanied by ostinatos from the 
group. 

Sing pieces in two parts that have 
melodies and counter-melodies. 

Sing pieces, including those from a 
classical tradition, with a range of at 
least 8 notes and pieces with at least 2 
different parts. 

Sing musically responding to the 
performance directions of the 
piece e.g. phrasing; sing more 
extended harmony parts. 

 
 


